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Introduction 
With the current advancement in NLP, machine-
generated fake news, like fake news articles that
attempt to influence us by appearing to be credible
or deep fakes that try to influence us by generating
fake videos of influential entities. It can change our
political views and our basic understanding of reality
if misused, for, how will we truly be able to tell the
difference if we were to be exposed to fake news
continuously.

After analyzing the trends in Machine generated and
human generated text, a model that can take text as
an input and outputs Human Generated or Machine
generated will be implemented. Impact of this
research would be on our society, because if this
Machine Generated news take adversarial point to
manipulate societies thoughts it will cause huge
ethical problems. This research can help preventing
the spread of fake news articles.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dataset
Human Written articles are collected from Politifact
Dataset, around 32,000 entries. First 10 words of
the human written articles are fed into GPT-2 -
1558M. Outcome is labeled as Machine Generated
Article. Only 2,000 human written and 2,000
machine generated articles used to train dataset.
Then it is split into 3,200 training and 800 validation.

Model

Implementation Details
After having the model implemented, text preprocessing and
tokenization done over the dataset. Then, using Stanford word2vec
weights, word embeddings of 50 dimensions created. We converted
the preprocessed text into numeric data and this become the input to
the model. Model returns posterior probability of 2 classes, word
importance weights and sentence importance weights. Which is then
used for data visualization by creating heatmap of text input.

According to the Loss figure it can
be seen that model is trained
properly.

Figure 1. Colored Hierarchical Attention Networks Model for Document Classification. 
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Model Accuracy

LSTM - Baseline %83.7

HAN %97.5

Results

LSTM can be used as a text classifier however HAN
uses several LSTM architecture to create more
comprehensive contextual information. Hence, HAN
does significantly a better job then LSTM.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Discussion
In the human written text phrase “is really fricking
hot” is highlighted. It makes sense because this is an
abstract phrase. According to the experiment made
that would not be generated by GPT with high
probability. In the Machine Generated one obsolete
words are highlighted like, “enamel, labradorite,
kenai”. Also, there are more words highlighted in
Machine Generated one with less weight. Which
might be due to machine generated ones having a
monotone language. So, words equally effect the
outcome.Figure 2. Validation and Train loss figure 

Figure 3. LSTM and HAN performance on the same dataset 


